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terms this means the exclusion of simple glaucoma; cataracts
rarely need removal unless bad enough to impede reading,
when the patient will surely seek professional advice; and
early lens opacities are best left unmentioned. Recognising
other damaging diseases (such as brain tumour) during an
optician's check is extremely rare. In fairness it should be
added that opticians are nowadays very fully trained (some say
that four years before registration is excessive), and they do
often recognise early glaucoma, thus saving subsequent damage.
But if there is a case for routine screening aga-inst eye defects
(and the various glaucoma surveys during the 1960s generally
concluded that there was not-except in relatives of persons
with glaucoma), such screening should be done in its own right
by doctors or opticians- and not be tied vicariously to the
routine selling of spectacles-any more than the sale of tooth-
brushes should be the monopoly of dentists in order that they
might spot and arrest any early caries.
The central problem is the combination of the professional,

offering a diagnosis and a prescription, with the salesman in
one individual. This practice has led to accusations that less
scrupulous opticians recommend more spectacles than are
clinically justified-just as the sale of unnecessary medicines
was a familiar abuse some decades ago when doctors did their
own dispensing. Loose sales talk about "eye care" and "eye
health" is a natural offshoot of this double role. Some drug
firms push irrelevant "cleansing lotions," some opticians
propagate the false notion that the eyes can be kept healthy
only by constant care, including the wearing of scrupulously
correct spectacles. Wrong or absent lenses may, of course,
cause discomfort or reduced vision but can never actually
damage the eyes; yet the reminders sent out regularly by many
opticians carry the implication that the eyes may be damaged if
glasses are not regularly updated.
The solution is far from easy. Some breakdown of the

controlling multinational conglomerates, which apparently
has been achieved in Australia, should be possible; and the
lifting of the restrictions on exhibiting prices should now
encourage competition. Deletion of the monopoly clause from
the Act, as recommended by Lord Rugby and his fellow peers,
will be hotly contested by opticians. Yet what harm would
result ? As in other countries where there are no statutory
restrictions, the mass ofthe public would continue to have their
eyes tested by opticians or eye doctors, and the simple purchase
of glasses over the counter would be confined in practice to the
normal-sighted over-50s who simply needed reading help.

Atrial myxomas
Thirty years ago atrial myxomas were usually discovered by
pathologists. Next they became unexpected findings during
cardiac surgery; but nowadays most are diagnosed by cardi-
ologists on the basis of clinical suspicion. This evolutionary
process has been the result both of an increased awareness of
the clinical features of atrial myxoma and of improvement in
diagnostic techniques. Bulkley and Weiss,' reviewing
experience at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, found no example
of antemortem diagnosis ofmyxoma before 1950; but between
1970 and 1978 the proportion diagnosed before death had
risen to 90%.
The early clinical descriptions were mostly individual case

reports, which made evaluation of the inconspicuous con-

stitutional signs and symptoms difficult. In 1963 Goodwin2
combined his experience with that of other members of the
British Cardiac Society to describe both the clinical presenta-
tion and the relative frequency of signs and symptoms of left
atrial myxomas. Most patients' symptoms were due to the
tendency for the tumour to obstruct the atrioventricular
valve, produce emboli, and cause constitutional symptoms
such as fever, loss of weight, and myalgia. The most common
symptom is dyspnoea with or without features of heart failure;
next come signs of embolism. The constitutional symptoms
are non-specific but if combined with evidence of inflow valve
obstruction should arouse suspicion of myxoma. Certain other
clinical presentations should also alert the clinician to the
possibility of myxoma-in particular, any young patient with
emboli, especially if in sinus rhythm and not -suffering from
infective endocarditis. Surgeons need to be encouraged to
submit for histological examination all embolic material
retrieved at embolectomy, as this may prove diagnostic.
Arrhythmias are rare and often paroxysmal, the most common
being atrial fibrillation or flutter.

Haematological investigations, electrocardiography, and
chest radiography may produce supportive evidence but are
not diagnostic (except in the rare cases in which calcification
of the tumour is visible in the chest x-ray film).
The major advance in diagnosis of myxoma has been the

development of echocardiography, which is now the best
investigation in terms of cost effectiveness, safety, and
availability,3-5 and its sensitivity may be as high as 9000.
Because myxomas are often pedunculated, echocardiography
shows the tumour as layers of wavy echoes in diastole between
the open leaflets of the atrioventricular valve concerned. In
systole the tumour prolapses into the atrium. Non-
pedunculated tumours may not show these features, and
some cause echoes throughout the cardiac cycle. The rate of
closing of the anterior leaflet of the atrioventricular valve is
reduced, but the movement of the posterior leaflet is orthodox.
Despite its spatial limitations, M-mode (or one-dimensional)
echocardiography is nearly as sensitive as two-dimensional,
and because it is the better established technique it is the
screening tool of choice. Both investigations may prove
technically impossible in patients with emphysema or chest
deformities. Unfortunately, echocardiography may give false-
positive results from artefacts, thrombi, or other tumours
(often metastatic), and mitral stenosis with thick calcified
cusps may be confusing. Two-dimensional echocardiography
is helpful when the M-mode gives equivocal results, and
especially for right-sided tumours, since it shows several
planes simultaneously6; it also provides details about size,
shape, point of attachment, and movement of the tumour.7
Much depends on the operator's experience in screening the

whole heart and using different planes and views and appro-
priate gain settings to visualise the tumour; but echocardio-
graphy can be so reliable that patients can be recommended
for surgical exploration without cardiac catheterisation. The
traditional method of confirming the diagnosis has been
angiography, but both false-positive and false-negative
results have been reported, and catheterisation may be
hazardous. Angiography should not be regarded as in-
dispensable ifthe echocardiogram is diagnostic. Myxomas have
also been demonstrated by radionucide imaging8; while this
technique seems unlikely to replace existing methods, it may
be complementary in suspicious cases which prove un-
satisfactory for echocardiographic screening.9

Left untreated, myxomas are almost invariably fatal, but
the downhill progress may take months or even years. Surgical
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removal should be arranged as early as possible after
diagnosis.'0 The operative mortality is low except in cases
where the myxoma was not diagnosed preoperatively.
Recurrence is rare1' but should be suspected if the original
symptoms return, especially within the first four years after
surgery, and all patients treated successfully should be
screened regularly by echocardiography.
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Effects of electric convulsion
therapy
After 40 years electric convulsion therapy (ECT) continues to
excite controversy. Several state or provincial governments in
North America and Europe have been asked to ban ECT and a
few have introduced legislation seriously to curtail its use.
Pressure groups and antipsychiatrist activists have claimed
that the "irreversible" nature of this "terrifying" treatment, its
"alarming side effects," the alleged "resultant brain damage,"
and its use as a means of coercion or punishment all make ECT
an unacceptable treatment in a caring society. Few critics list
the existence of other effective treatments, especially for
depression, as a further justification for abandonment of ECT,
yet in practice development of antidepressant drugs has been
the main reason for the decline in the use ofECT over the past
two decades.

Recent reviews of the present state of this controversial
treatment' 2 have found that ECT continues to hold an
important place in psychiatric treatment and that most
psychiatrists are well satisfied with its safety. Any future
debates must take as their starting point a series of studies from
the University of Edinburgh published this summer. These
workers first identified a cohort of 166 patients who had
received ECT at least one year before,3 and in a series of
careful interviews they documented the experience and atti-
tudes of these "consumers."
Most patients had not found the treatment unduly upsetting

or frightening, nor had the experience been painful or un-
pleasant. They mostly thought that ECT had helped them,
and hardly any thought that it had made them worse. Nearly
half of the patients had found ECT less upsetting than a visit
to the dentist; another third regarded it as no worse. Side
effects had been frequent but mostly short-lived. In all, 74%
of the sample reported some disturbance of memory, and 28%
considered that their memory had been permanently affected,
mainly by producing permanent gaps in it around the time of
treatment. In contrast, 12% reported that their memory was
better than it had ever been before. In general these patients
had positive attitudes towards ECT.
The Edinburgh workers next sought out (through newspaper

advertisements and referral from colleagues) a group of
patients who considered that they had suffered permanent
unwanted effects after ECT.4 They were able to identify 22
women and five men who had persistent complaints and
compare them with control groups both of patients and of
normal volunteers on a series oftests of cognitive ability, mood,
and personality. No great differences were found among
the three groups, for the complaining groups performed as
well as the controls in most tests; when they did score lower
much of the impairment could be accounted for by such
factors as their level of depression or medication.

Finally, the researchers carried out a prospective study in
which cognitive function was compared in carefully matched
groups of patients with depression treated with ECT and with
drugs and in matched normal volunteer controls.5 In this
study, using a comprehensive cognitive test battery, ECT was
associated with little impairment at four months and none at
seven months. Severity of depression at the time of testing had
a definite effect on cognitive functioning.
None of the results of these studies gave any support for the

view that ECT is often applied against patients' true wishes or
as a punitive measure. On the contrary there was clear
evidence of the great trust that patients place in their doctors.
In these studies, indeed, most patients were more than happy
to leave all decisions about their treatment to a doctor-an
attitude which places a great burden on doctors to ensure that
their advice is informed by the best available evidence. At
present that evidence suggests that for most people ECT is less
distressing than a visit to the dentist. The findings of the
Edinburgh studies reinforce earlier suggestions6 that patients
are more distressed by having to wait around for ECT, hearing
other patients being treated, or having treatment badly
applied (ineffective premedication or ill-timed muscle relaxant
or anaesthesia) than by the specific side effects. Most patients
experience some disturbance of memory at the time of treat-
ment and some have residual islands ofamnesia after treatment,
but there is no evidence of permanent cognitive impairment.
Of itself, depressive illness causes cognitive impairment and
carries an appreciable mortality; ECT remains a safe and
effective treatment for this morbid melancholia.
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